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1. Editorial
This issue of the FITA Judge Newsletter is the first distributed after the death of Don Lovo, instructor
and master of many of us. To his memory this issue is dedicated.
In this Newsletter you will find several interesting articles. Sergio wrote, in his first contribution, about
the peculiarity of judging at the World Cup events and, in the second one, about the importance of
checking the results list. Morten discussed the enforcement of the by-law concerning the contact
between brace (or split-cables) and arm.
After the results and comments on the case studies (and quizzes) published in the previous
Newsletter, you will find new case studies. Reply to them within the deadline.
A last remainder: next year will be the re-accreditation year. As usual, a test will be distributed in due
time. Be prepared to solve it.
Gian Piero Spada
Chair FITA Judge Committee

2. Sadness in the FITA Judges’ family
It is with deep sorrow and sadness that we announce the death of the
forefather of modern judging in FITA. Don Lovo has passed away. We do not
know how it happened. We just had a message from one of his beloved
granddaughters announcing the tragic news.
It is difficult to believe that someone like Don has died. He was always so
energetic and so much in love with life. Eleven years ago, when he turned 65,
he confessed to me that he was very excited to know what the second half of
his life would be like.
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Don was the instructor in the seminars most of us took along more than twenty years while he was the
Chairman of the Judge Committee. I personally enjoyed his company and friendship the many times
we were together in different parts of the world, including several judge seminars in the Spanishspeaking countries of the Americas, in which I was privileged to translate for him. That was a school
for me and for all the judges who attended his lectures. Not only did he teach archery judging, his
talks were also full of wisdom and conveyed his philosophy of life.
I am sure many people in international archery are sad today, but I am also positive that it is us, the
judges he trained and looked after, who feel the saddest of all.
Don is no longer around physically, but his heart is still with us, every time we call an arrow value or
raise a yellow card.
Our heart-felt condolences go to his inseparable wife Lois, the most wonderful hostess the judges of
FITA ever had in Canada.
Sergio Font
Member of FITA Judge Committee

3. An Ambassador of Archery around the World
This new issue of the FITA Judge Committee Newsletter is dedicated to the memory of Don Lovo, the
Chairman of our Committee and educator for more than twenty years, who passed away in Canada on
May 29, 2006.
Don has been called the father of international judging in FITA. For more than forty years Don Lovo
worked hard to develop the sport of archery in Canada and around the world. He was an athlete, a
coach, an instructor, an official, and throughout the entire period a volunteer and executive. He
served in various executive positions at the club level, with provincial organizations and the national
and international levels. In the last two decades, Don taught Archery Development Seminars in more
than fifty countries.
For more than thirty years, Don maintained his involvement in archery and sports in general in the
following fields:
•

Carried out Development Missions in Asia, South America, Europe and Africa (South Africa,
Egypt, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Kenya)

•

Conducted Coaching Seminars in Kenya, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Uganda, South Africa, Mexico,
Romania, New Zealand, and several other countries.

•

Course coordinator and lecturer for international Archery seminars in Poland, Spain, Greece,
Turkey, France, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, China, Canada.

•

Conducted International Judge Seminars in Myanmar, Israel, Cuba, France, Great Britain,
Mexico, Brazil, and many other countries.

•

Chairman of first and third International Judge Seminars in Turkey

•

Organizer World Judge Conference (Canada 1997 and Indonesia 1995)

•

Judge at Paralympic Games

•

Chairman of Judges (Olympic Games, South Asian Games, National Championships)
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•

Technical Delegate for World Indoor and Outdoor Championships, Olympic Games, PanAmerican Games, Oceanic Games, Caribbean Games, Canada Summer Games

•

Senior Technical Official in World Championships and Pan-American Games

•

International adviser to Organizing Committees (Asian Games)

•

Chairman of Jury (Central American Games,
Championships, World Championships, Asian
Commonwealth Games

•

Director of Competition (Asian Games)

•

FITA Council and Executive Committee Member

•

FITA First Vice President

•

Member of FITA Technical Development Committee and C&R Committee

•

Chairman of FITA Judges’ Committee and Field Committee

•

Senior Advisor to Canadian Federation of Archers (FCA) Official Committee

•

FCA Vice President and President

•

FCA Target Vice President and Rule Book Committee Chairman

•

Canadian Olympic Association Board of Director Member

•

World Team coach and manager

•

Canadian Team competitor and coach (World Target Championships in Sweden)

•

Elite Canadian archer and national team

Asian, African, America’s and
Games, Asia Cup, Olympic

Oceania
Games,

In reward for his great work, Don Lovo received the FITA Bronze, Silver and Gold Plaquettes, as well
as being made a member of Alberta and Canada’s Sports Hall of Fame.

4. A judging philosophy in the FJC Newsletter
Don Lovo was the editor of the FITA Judge Committee Newsletter from the very beginning until 2002.
Reading his newsletter was just like reading Don’s mind, as he transmitted in all of them his
philosophy of archery judging. A selection of some of his most thoughtful ideas has been made on the
occasion of his passing. You will realize how valid they still are in the present day.
In a message he wrote to the FITA Member Associations on behalf of the Judge Committee, Don
explained what the main goal was for FITA to train international judges: “Let me say from the
beginning our main purpose is to ensure that the archers of the world, your archers, are protected
during their competitions by dedicated, trained, and knowledgeable judges. Archery is a very highstress sport requiring tremendous concentration. The archers’ concentration could be affected by poor
judges or poor judging.”
On what judging is all about, Don made it clear that “Judging is not an exact science. It is not even
close to being one. We have, however, to do our best to apply the rules consistently, and if individual
judges were allowed to decide when an arrow could be shot again, the implementation of such rule
would be very inconsistent and therefore very unfair to the 99.9% of our archers who do not have a
problem.”
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Don gave very useful advices on how to handle jury cases and judging in general. He suggested that:
“As a Judge, and even more important as a Jury Member, don’t ever jump to a conclusion before you
have checked the facts, and don’t ever become openly angry and agitated when dealing with mostly
hearsay and few facts. Do not express an opinion until you have properly interviewed all concerned.”
Don generally discussed the topic of giving the archers the benefit of the doubt in his numerous
seminars and the newsletters he edited. Some judges, however, made a wrong interpretation of this
rule, applying it to situations in which it was not really applicable. On this matter, Don argued that: “a
couple of judges said that the archer always gets the benefit of the doubt. I am afraid many of our
judges have become carried away with this statement. The book used to say ‘in the case of an arrow
lying on the line at the time of scoring that cannot clearly be scored the higher or lower value, the
archer will get the benefit of the doubt’ (paraphrased). This is the only case where an archer is
automatically given the benefit of a doubt. And that is as it should be. You simply cannot give the
competitor a second shot or a higher score based on what they tell you. That would really be unfair to
the other competitors. You make a decision on what you see and can verify. It would be extremely
unfair to a lot of archers if we allowed judges to allow doubt to influence their decisions (other than in
the one case mentioned).”
When answering some of the case studies presented in the newsletters, a few judges indicated that
they would take away points from the archer’s score. Don commented on these ideas saying that “it is
very easy to only apply a point-taking rule. It takes more actual judging ability and responsibility to
handle the situation realistically and fairly.” And he added: “Don’t just look for a rule to take points.
Make a fair decision on what actually happened. If the archer takes any advantage in distance, time,
or number of arrows, that is a different matter. Then he will have to be penalized to be fair to the
other competitors.”
On the issue of a judge being reported to have touched a target face claiming that he had the right to
do so, Don indicated that “FITA’s judges must make every effort to assure that the target face and the
arrows are not touched by anyone prior to their being scored. That includes the Judge.”
Tackling the matter of collaboration between the Judges and the Organizing Committee, on several
occasions Don made reference to judges who changed lots of targets faces unnecessarily. He
explained that “it is the judge who decides when a face has to be replaced, not the archer. The judge
should only replace the face when he or she feels that the dividing lines are so badly marked that the
judges cannot render a fair decision on the value of an arrow.”

5. Judging at the World Cup

By Sergio Font

The four events of the World Cup Series have already been held this year. Just a few days prior to the
World Cup Finals in Mexico, we must say that the whole World Cup system has been a complete
success. Part of this success is due to the job of the judges who officiated at the events held in Porec,
Antalya, San Salvador and Shanghai.
The fact that all of the World Cup events are widely covered by television and media makes the job of
the judges there change a little bit to meet the new needs. It is now crucial that we wear the new
FITA Judges uniform with pride and elegance, so that we become easily recognizable on the field. Our
role there is far from being that of the leading actor or actress, but rather that of the officials who
make certain that everything is done in accordance with the rules and to the benefit of the spectators
watching the live coverage of the event.
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The TV cameras do not focus too much on the target judges when they approach the targets to make
the official scoring.
This does not mean that the target judges are less important, and that they
should not strive to make their job perfect. We must make sure that the whole procedure is carried
out flawlessly. This whole procedure includes, among other things, deportment when walking from
and back to the blinds, proper positioning by the target, and using the magnifying glass when you are
requested to make an arrow call. Unfortunately we had a case in one of the World Cup Events in
which a Target Judge was shown on TV making a call without her magnifying glass. Cases like this
one do not add much to the image of judging and of archery in general.

Now the cameras get really close to the archers.

The shooting line judges must be an example of professionalism even before they enter the shooting
field. The order of shooting is decided several minutes before the archers walk onto the field of play.
The judge appointed to officiate in this match must discuss with the archers who will shoot the first
arrow in the first end (according to the rules) and must be able to remember this information all along
the match. A mistake by a judge in the indication of the order of shooting in the second, third or
fourth end will generally be noticed by the archers or the coaches, who will certainly complain of the
judge’s wrong signal. This situation in front of the cameras (as happened once this year) will not
portray a good image of our sport.
Also before walking onto the field, the judge must make sure that both the archers and their coaches
comply with the established rules regarding uniforms. We had a situation in Antalya in which a coach
was ready to walk onto the finals field wearing cut-off jeans. When the judge realized this, he
immediately told the coach he would not be allowed on the field with that outfit. Another coach from
the same team, who was wearing the same uniform as the archer, was then allowed to accompany the
archer during the match. It is vital that matters like this one be discussed at the team captains
meeting, so as to avoid misunderstanding and potential violations of the rules.
The World Cup protocol establishes that the line judge walks onto the field first, and he / she is
announced indicating his / her name and his / her title as FITA Judge. Once the judge takes his
position in the middle of the field about 5 meters behind the shooting line, the archers are introduced,
and they walk onto the field followed by their coaches. The archers are given the time they need to
place their equipment on the field and their telescopes on the shooting line, and the match starts
immediately.
The line judge must make sure that the telescopes do not obstruct the view of the TV cameras. For
this reason, the telescope must not be any higher that the archer’s shoulders.
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While shooting is in progress, the line judge must remain in his position in the middle of the lane,
around 5 meters behind the shooting line. The judge is expected to check that all arrows are shot in
the proper order and within the 30 seconds allotted.
After each of the ends, the line judge must wait until the target judges confirm the scores and the field
is clear. Then he / she will signal to the Director of Shooting which of the archers will start the next
end. The DoS will immediately make the clocks show the proper signal to indicate which of the
archers is up to start. The judge should verify that the correct signal is given, as the DoS may not
have been able to understand the judges’ indication of the order of shooting. The DoS will then start
the end.

The judges at the World Cup in Porec, Croatia

During the individual matches, the line judge must keep his red card handy, just in case it becomes
necessary to show it as a result of an arrow being shot out of time or out of sequence. Do not hesitate
to talk to an archer who raises his / her bow to shoot in the wrong order. By preventing a mistake like
this one, you will be adding to the success of the competition. An archer who loses the value of his
highest scoring arrow in one end is practically out of the competition, and this is not good for the
image of the world cup. We want to show close matches, whose final outcome is decided on the last
arrow, or, much better, as a result of a shoot-off.
Once the match is over, allow a few seconds for the archers to wave at the spectators in the stands if
so they wish to do. Do not allow unnecessary delays for interviews on the field of play. Usher the
archers and coaches out of the field as soon as possible, and return to your position in the waiting area
until you are called to officiate in your next match.
The same procedure applies to the team competition. One difference, however, is related with the
order of shooting in each of the three-arrow sections of the six-arrow end. Though it is not in the
rules yet, FITA has requested that all teams shooting in the finals should have each of the three
archers shoot one arrow in each the three-arrow sections of the match. This is done to make the
competition more easily understood by the spectators. This request has been made by FITA at the
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team captains meeting in the four series of the World Cup, and most teams have acted accordingly.
There was one case in which the team refused to do so, and one archer shot two arrows and another
archer shot one in the first half. This was not considered a violation, as there is no rule regulating this
for the team event yet.

A judge indicates that the winner of the shoot-off is the archer on target 2.
He does so by pointing at the target of the winning archer with his right arm extended towards it.

6. Checking Official Results Lists

By Sergio Font

Judges are quite often very busy and concerned with matters pertaining to field layout and the actual
conduct of shooting and scoring. These are actually the most important issues that justify our
presence on the archery field.
After a long and tiring day, we just feel like taking a warm shower, having dinner and going to bed.
Another long day awaits us, and we must be mentally and physically fit to do our job the following
day. There is, however, a crucial task to do: checking official results lists.
We must see to it that the results published comply with the current FITA rules. This has to do mainly
with how ties are solved in the qualification round.
The FITA rules have changed more than once regarding this matter, and it is quite likely that some
computer programs have not been updated to match the new rules. At two recent World Ranking
Events in which I was present, the following situations occurred:
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a) After the qualification round the judges realized that the inner tens had not been counted as
tens. This meant that several archers had more inner tens than tens. Luckily, the judges
found it out before the elimination round started, and a new results list was produced. This
new list did include the inner tens as part of the total number of tens, and so the archers who
had tied scores were placed in accordance with the total number of tens, which included the
inner tens.
b) An old computer program was used, and the archers with tied scores in the FITA round were
ranked according to the number of hits as the first criterion. The judges did not pay attention
to this at first, but the Technical Delegate did. The TD prevented a problem of wrong
placement in the match play.

The judges at the World Cup in Shanghai. FITA International Judges Zhang Xiuzhi and Morten Wilmann
wearing the new FITA Judge uniform

Checking results lists does not take a lot of time, nor does it entail checking the list against every
scorecard (unless there is evidence of more than one instance of wrong entering of arrow values in the
computers). If the results lists are correct, we will not have a problem of wrong placements that can
be appealed to Jury. Then, take a few minutes to make sure this important document is correct.

7. The Brace

By Morten B. Wilmann

During the last year our Judges have been faced with a new tricky interpretation, making our lives
more difficult than before. I am talking about the interpretation now put down in the by-law 7.3.3.1.3;
a brace or split cables are permitted, provided they do not consistently touch the athlete’s hand, wrist
and/or bow arm.
Well, we do have the same rule for recurve bows concerning the brace; however the construction of
recurve bows with a brace usually differs from various types of braces on compound bows, where the
brace is much closer to the wrist or hand of the archer.
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Even if there may be exceptions, recurve archers normally keep a rather good distance to the brace.
For compound archers as mentioned, this is not the case – and our Judges are supposed to check if
the brace consistently is supporting the wrist.
In fact, this is very difficult to decide from observation or photos. To have a better background I
started by asking a couple of the best compound archers in the world about a possible support from
the brace. They had both tried this possibility, but found that the contact with the bow (brace) was
more a drawback than a help because the tension of the archer transmitted to the action of the bow
and made the shooting more unstable.
Anyway this would only be an input, as other archers may have found it to be an advantage to them,
may be even so the more the archers were on an average level.
So what do we do then? Again, we are supposed to check and it is, of course, possible to get a better
impression of the placement of the bow hand during the equipment control when you ask them to pull
the bow to check the poundage. But be aware that this is only an impression, as some archers are not
so accurate re their bow hand when pulling the bow just for weight measurement.
But checking at that time, during warming up, during training and during the competition, the angle
from where you check is of utmost importance (just as when you check an arrow value). You will
never get the right impression unless you are standing exactly behind the archer in line of vision
towards the target, looking over his draw arm shoulder. From all other practical angles you will often
get the impression that archers are touching the brace, even if they are not.
We considered these aspects thoroughly when making close and extensive checking during the
European Indoor 2006 in Spain, and in the end we could not find any archer that obviously and
consistently touched the brace.
The next question would of course be what to do if there should be a couple of archers who in the
mind of the Judge(s) actually were touching the brace on a regular basis. I and my deputy chairman
in Spain, Jean Martens, did a proper job in order to find some remedy that could help us and in the
end we ended up with a kind of powder spray (foot spray), which was easy to brush off afterwards.
As we did not find any archers to be in the “grey zone” we did not use the spray in Spain, and even if
we did, we would also have to be sure that even if we sprayed the brace and found some tracks of
powder on the arm after the shot, we had to be sure that these tracks would come from holding the
bow. Upon release, or during the “follow through”, the bow may have touched the hand/arm and left
some powder. Even so if we did the other way round.
Since this turned out to be a very difficult area to control, we also decided that if we would address
any archer/team captain on the issue, we would try to do it during the practice or warming up, to
minimize the effect on the competition for the archer(s) in question. This would still not prevent us
from taking action if necessary during the competition stage.
Feedback received also tells us that situations re touching the brace would be more common among
archers without knowledge of the by-law. In other words, the archers don’t try to cheat, they have
just not been aware of the rule. No one in his or her home country has ever addressed the issue. This
is important for Judges to know, so they may address the issue in a polite and correct manner.
As for split cables touching the arm more or less the same considerations are valid, although normally
it is easier to observe, but again, consider your observation angle thoroughly.
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Then some summing-up advice in checking possible illegal use of the brace:
a) Even if it is a difficult area, you have to check to your best ability.
b) When checking, be aware of your angle; from behind in the line of vision towards the target.
c) If you are not sure of possible touching when checking, the archer is probably not touching.
d) Do this checking preferably during equipment control, during practice and during warming up. It is
also much better to address the archer’s Team Captain on the issue outside the competition in case he
has to adjust the grip.
e) Remember that the by-law is talking about consistently touching, which means that even if you are
convinced that an archer is touching the brace, you have to check several shots to see if he repeatedly
touches – and not just have a poor technical performance on some shots.

8. Ten new Continental Judges in COPARCO
COPARCO ran two Continental Judges Seminars in the last few months: one in Cartagena, Colombia,
and the other one in Merida, Mexico. Sergio Font, Chairman of COPARCO’s Judge Committee,
conducted both seminars.
Twelve candidates from Colombia, Panama, Puerto Rico, Honduras and Guatemala participated in the
seminar carried out in Cartagena on July 11-14. Five of them were named Continental Judges:
1.2.3.4.5.-

Carlos Escobar (Colombia)
Clara Ines Botero (Colombia)
Juan Jose Laverde (Colombia)
Michael Camacho (Puerto Rico)
Rafael Vasquez (Panama)

The second seminar took place in Merida, Mexico with 19 Mexican candidates, five of which qualified as
Continental Judges:
1.2.3.4.5.-

Cesar Araujo
Jair Morales
Saul Flores
Allan Tomas Rojano
Elis Judith Pineda

The judges at the European Indoor in Jaen, 2006
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9. Answers to the Rule Quiz
A rule quiz was presented in Newsletter 64, including 10 items related with rules applied in world-class
events in the last 14 years. Unfortunately not many judges realized that this quiz was expected to be
answered as well as the case studies. Here are the correct answers to each of the items included:
1.- The qualification round at the Barcelona Olympic Games consisted in a FITA Round shot in two
days. It was the last time that a FITA Round was used as the qualification or ranking round at the
Olympic Games. Tour years later, in Atlanta, the 70 meter Round was first introduced.
2.- The elimination round consisted of 18-arrow matches for the first time at the Olympic Games held
in Atlanta in 1996. The Olympic Round was introduced in Barcelona, but with 12-arrow matches. The
change in the rules came about only after the World Championships held in Antalya, Turkey in 1993.
The rule regarding the number of arrows in elimination rounds went back to its original form after
Madrid 2005.
3.- At the 1996 Olympic Games the penalty for a second minor violation was that the team would lose
two points of its total score for that end. This rule was changed a year later as a result of
understanding that the penalty should be a matter of time and not a matter of points. The old rule
allowed the team to break the rules once and not be penalized.
4.- At the 1996 Olympic Games, coaches in the team event were not allowed to use any kind of
binocular while standing in the coaches’ box.

Skip Philips and Bob Smith (Directors of Shooting at the 2005 Universiade in Izmir, Turkey).
Skip is not laughing just for the picture. He has just told a joke.
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5.- At the 1992 Olympic Games, during the final rounds the head judge called the scores according to
the position of the arrows in the target. The term “head judge” is no longer used for this job. These
judges are now called Target Judges.
6.- The ten-ring at 70 meters for the compound bow at the 1997 World Championships measured 6.1
cm. The rules were changed at the 1997 Congress in Victoria so that the ten-ring would be the same
for both the compound and the recurve divisions.
7.- At the Barcelona Olympic Games the number of archers who qualified for the Olympic Round was
32 archers in each class. The rules were changed at the Congress held in Antalya in 1993. In Jakarta
1995, sixty-four archers made the cut at the World Championships. In Atlanta 1996, the sixty-four
archers qualified for the Games were able to shoot at least one match.
8.- In only one of the following Olympic Games all the scoring judges were from the host country:
Atlanta 1996. In Atlanta all the scoring judges were from the USA, and they included present FITA
Vice President Robert Smith. International Judges appointed by FITA in Sydney 2000 did this job. In
2004, there were no scoring judges per say, but scorers rather. The scorers are not considered as
judges anymore as all they do is enter the value of the arrows in the scorecards, and have no say on
the actual value of an arrow in the target.
9.- Before the yellow cards were used, the judges indicated a minor violation in the team event by
raising a yellow flag.
10.- The three-judge call rule was last enforced at the Olympic Games held in Sydney 2000. The new
rule on the basis of which only one judge may decide on the value of an arrow was already in the Book
before Athens 2004.

This dog is not a member of the Field Crew in El Salvador.
He was deliberately taking the number out of the field.
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10. Answers to Case studies no. 64.1 and 64.2
64.1
Fortunately 90% of the Judges showed a broader understanding of rules and procedures in this case
and would give the necessary time for archer A to deal with the bleeding. To the few of you: you
cannot apply rules blindly – a wording we often repeat.
The whole set up of our match system is for image reasons, and certainly we would try to keep as less
“dead time” as possible. Therefore the rules say that there will be no stops for equipment failures
(because the archer may have spare equipment at hand) or unexpected medical problems (because
the archers should be fit for the competition).
However, this is an accident where archer A had no possibility of preventing the situation – and as
some Judges correctly say; there would not be a good image if the Judge insisted that the bleeding
archer must go on.
Other circumstances may also cause a stop even in an Olympic Gold Match – i.e. someone gets into
the shooting field or the target face blows over.
Although it did not follow directly from the question, some Judges extended their reply also to say
something about archer B here. Since this was a bronze medal match we must presume that the
shooting is alternately, and even archer B must have been quite chocked by the incident.
If we
suppose that the breakage of the bow caused the arrow to fall down within the 3m line, the Judge
should immediately see to it that she continued shooting (with her spare bow) within her time limit
(not stopping), then care for the necessary time break of the procedures to deal with the injured
archer.
64.2
This case was certainly first of all a check if our Judges are updated on rule changes, and fortunately
95% seemed to be. The case as such is not so “easy” as it may look from the first view. Certainly
the archer should have shot three arrows in the first end, but in this case he may have been confused
by the statement of the Judge involved (the arrow being a part of the first end) – and that is a valid
consideration.
Of course there are also arguments for acting strictly according to the rules here, and thus give 7.M.M
– which was the final conclusion of approx. 80% of the Judges in this case.
The most important message here is that the directives given by a Judge must be clear and
appropriate, and when we have new rules – as in this case – the Judge should definitively have told
the archer to shoot three arrows in the first end of the competition in order to avoid any confusion.

11. FITA Judge Committee Meeting
The FITA Judge Committee will hold its ordinary annual meeting in Oslo, Norway, on December 8-10,
2006.
A wonderful opportunity to enjoy the “warm” weather in Norway!
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12. New Case Studies
65.1 At an International Tournament, a team from country A shows up with four recurve men archers.
When the team reports to the equipment inspection, one of the archers is dressed with the same color
pattern as his teammates, but he wears the name of his personal sponsor on his Polo shirt. None of
the other archers has that name on their uniform, as that company does not sponsor them. The
judges tell the archer that he cannot wear the name of than sponsor because all the members of the
team must be dressed exactly the same.
Do you agree with the judges? Explain.
At a national championship, there are two archers shooting at 50 meters on target 24. When the
archers come to score their last end, one of the archers (24-A) realizes that she has all of the spaces
for his 36 arrows filled with numbers, and there is no room to score her last three arrows. On the
other archer’s (24-B) scorecard there are three empty spaces for the last three arrows. Archer 24-B
has been doing all the scoring during the whole distance. The archers call a judge to solve the
problem. What would you do if you were the judge?
Deadline for replying: December 15, 2006

13. Judge Seminar and Conference in New Zealand
Scope of the seminar: Select and train Continental Judges supported by their MAs and CAs for
awarding the FITA accreditation.
Venue: Waipuna Hotel & Conference Centre, Auckland, New Zealand.
Seminar will start on 27th of December 2006 (at 15.00) and end on 29th of December 2006.
Lecturers and examination board: Sergio Font and Morten B. Wilmann, FITA Judge Committee
members.
The Seminar will be conducted in English.
The accommodation rate shall be
NZD 134.- per person per day – Single Occupancy
NZD 67.- per person per day - Double Occupancy
The prices include breakfast.
Lunch buffet, per person NZD 25.(NZD = 0.65 USD per 1/9-06)
No Participation fee will be charged to the participant
Registration: The detail contact person who receives the entry and possible inquiries on behalf of
Oceania Archery Confederation.
Person in charge: Ms. Carole Hicks
Email address: carole.hicks@paradise.net.nz
Phone:
+64 4 236 6699
Fax:
+64 4 236 8801
The applicants must register themselves at the address mentioned
by 1st December 2006.
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Applications for the FITA Accredited Continental Judge status:
The applicants must possess the requirements listed in art. 5.1 App. 4 (as amended on 28 Nov. 2004)
Book 1 (C&R). In particular they must be accredited as Continental Judges and have been accredited
as National Judges for at least 3 years, must have an adequate knowledge of English and must have
served at least once in a World Ranking Tournament (or a major tournament sanctioned by their
Continental Association) with positive evaluation of the chair of the judge commission.
Application must be submitted to FITA Office according to art. 5.2 App. 4 (as amended on 28 Nov.
2004) Book 1 (C&R): the application (signed by the applicant (the judge), his/her MA and his/her CA)
must indicate the personal information of the applicant (name, gender, birthday, nationality),
languages spoken, when appointed NJ and CJ, experience at WRT (or equivalent) level.
Deadline for submission: 1st of December 2006.
The participants passing the final examination will obtain the status of “FITA Accredited Continental
Judge”.
The participants must bring with them FITA C&R Book and FITA Guide Book – both available from the
FITA webpage www.archery.org – and a magnifying glass.
Sit-ins may be admitted at the Seminar. They can register directly to the address mentioned above.
There will be an International Judge Conference at the same venue on the following dates: 30-31
December. There is a possibility of being a sit-in at this conference, depending on the space available.
Registration to be made to the above mentioned address within the date mentioned.
The Conference is an arena for our international and FITA accredited continental judges to meet and
discuss various topics on judging procedures and rules, and an arena for the FITA Judge Committee to
underline certain issues in order to make consistency in judging throughout the world.
The agenda for the Conference is not yet detailed, but Mr. Rocky Bester from FITA will have a saying
about the future image of archery and the Judges role in this respect.
For your information, Rocky was working in Athens Olympic Games and Paralympics Games. His role is
to be the Sport Presentation Manager (the Show Director). His excellent coordination with the DoS is
really needed and very important for a smooth running and successful event (especially in final-medal
matches). As Show director he is responsible of the "timing" of the match when TV crews are on the
event (especially on live). He is also directing the medal ceremonies and the entrance and exit of the
archers-coaches-judges in the FoP. He has knowledge about Archery and right now is working in Doha
in the Sport Presentation area on many Asian Games sports (Archery event included) and in our
Archery World Cups.
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